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Your Content On All Platforms

castify.ai/mcn

Castify is a smart engine that automatically turns any content channel into an advanced app on multiple platforms. 
Our technology is smart, simple and powerful. It allows video content owners an opportunity to create their own 
branded TV channel on multiple CTV platforms. We allow content creators to establish their brand, with their own 
branded channels on all platforms, seamlessly!  
Our apps are designed by user-experience experts to increase content’s performance and income. 

About Castify
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Smart multi-platform technology

Make the most out of your content 
and distribute it seamlessly.

Custom Branded App on All Major CTV Platforms

ADVANCED CMS
AND ANALYTICS

INCREASED
FOLLOWER-BASE

STATE OF THE ART
USER-EXPERIENCE

ADDITIONAL
REVENUE STREAM

Castify is a smart engine that automatically turns any content channel into an advanced app on multiple platforms. 
It automatically pulls content, including all titles, description & images, and distributes it simultaneously.
Our apps are designed by user-experience experts to increase content’s performance and income. 
We offer a fully monetized solution with various professional layouts and advanced customization capabilities.
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Castify offers a compelling addition to MCN offering. 
While MCN offer a full service solution to video content
owners, Castify’s technology would be a complementary 
service to its portfolio.

We offer fully white-labeled powerful technology that will 
give your clients the ability to reach their full potential.

We work on a SAAS or Revenue Share business models, 
according to our client’s potential and needs

Increase viewability
Establish brands
Maximize income
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Our friendly real time dashboard 
allows close tracking of income
and performance
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With Castify you could offer your clients
topnotch technology , to further establish
their brand and reach larger audiences.

Sounds
interesting?

THANK
YOU!

Contact:
mcns@castify.ai

Contact:
mcn@castify.ai
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